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when it has lost the graces of style and manner which charm as in the
original. , P. F. WILLBRT.

Tk* Cambrtdg* Mcxl-trti History, Planned by the L*te LOED ACTOK,
LL.D. Edited by A. W. WABD, Litt.D., G. W. PBOTHEBO, Litt.D.,
and STAKLEY LEATHEU, M.A. Vol. X.. ' The Restoration.' (Cam-
bridge . University Press. 1907.)

THB present volume deals with that important period of the nineteenth
century which he* between the fall of Napoleon and the election of
Pins IX, and which is described by seventeen writers in twentj-four
closely packed chapters. Indeed, so varied are the subjects and so numerous
the details brought under review that, despite ita bulk, the volume teems
to be at times little more than a bare summary which must seem pouting
to a reader not already acquainted with the period. Nor can uniform
treatment of general tendencies be expected from a number of different
authors, especially when it Is remembered that some of the questions
which agitated Europe during the Restoration are by no means so finally
settled now as they seemed to be in- the dogmatic days of 1848. At the
same time the volume is a mine of information, and the elaborate
bibliographies of each chapter are particularly useful to the student

The Italian history of this epoch is perhaps th« most generally
interesting, yet Professor Segre's description of it is on the whole the
least satisfactory chapter in the book Hii account is little more than
a narrative of facts, placed before the reader in the conventional manner,
namely, that everything before 1640 was bad, and bad because of the
reactionary rulers then in power. Not only is this theory against human
nature, bat it is also againt later expenenoe, which shows, as Professor
Segrd must be perfectly well aware, that not a few of the abuses
which he stigmatises are just as common to-day as tbey were under
Gregory XVI and his immediate predecessors. ' The ngour of censor-
ship,' he writes, 'was extreme.' &o it la to-day. "The chief censorial
tribunal was at Vienna.1 To-day it is at Palauo Braschi. 'The
camorruti,' he remarks, as a proof of the evils of Bourbon rale at Naples,
' were protected by, and in turn protected, those whose duty it was to
suppress them.' But this is a photographic picture of what happens
to-day (witness the Averta affair) in a large part of southern Italy, while
the Roman municipality has just reverted to lieo XII's medieval system
of fixing the price of food. Turning from Italy to Greece, we find the
war of independence and the eastern question generally entrusted to
the tried hands of Mr. Ahson Phillips, whose short history of the war
has long been favourably known.1 In the few pages at his disposal be
gives us the salient features of the struggle, and his portrait of AH Pasha
is admirable. In relating the story of Parga however he curiously omits the
important fact that the British government believed, and Its spokesman
told the house of commons, that ' Parga • shore ' was an island, and he
might have inserted in his bibliography Ugo Foecolo's interesting
Narraxione delle Forlwu e delia Ceuione rft Parga. Nor does be
point ont that even to-day the oession rankles in the minds of the exiles'
descendants, who still preserve at Corfu the eikons brought from the

• Bee ante, xiii 188.
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church of the Odegetria at Parga. A more important ominion may
be noted. Scarcely a sentence is deroted to the history of Servia; yet
the career and tragic end of Kara George, the aaoendenoj of Milosh
Obrenovich, and the constitutions of 1886 and 1888 deserved some notice,
especially in view of the fact that the later history of Bervia centres
in the vendetta between the families of her rival heroes and founders.

Probably the least known part of the narrative will be the two chapters
in which Mr. Eirkpatrick describes the history of that ' new world'
whioh Canning boasted that he had ' called into existence to redress the
balance of the old,' The anthor gives a retrospect of Spanish rale in
America down to the establishment of Booth American independence,
its corruption and its licence, tempered by ' old-faahioned nn calculating
loyalty.' He explain* the apparent contradiction between the roUen
condition of tho Spanish colonies fcnd the admiration felt by many
foreigners for the Spanish system by the personal eharaoter of some of
thoee who worked it, while in the later Sooth American republics we
bavo perfect paper constitutions, combined with a lack of men willing
or able to pat those admirable constitutional precepts into practice.

, at the opposite and of the scale, has three political chapters
devoted to her, while three more treat of English literature and the
British economists. A few pages scarcely suffice for the history of Canada,
the importance of which is perhaps only now fully recognised.

It need scarcely be said that the writers engaged on this volume have
mastered most of the larga literature of their respective subjects, a task in-
creasingly diiBeult aa government offices open their archives, and one which
threatens to make the writing of modern history on a great scale almost
impossible except by an unlimited.company. WILLIAM MILT/MTU

Imperial Gazetteer of-India. New edition, Vola. L, m. f IV.
(Oxford: Clarendon Press. 1907.)

THB two editions of the Imperial Oaxetteer of India, which were com-
piled by the late Sir W. W. Hunter, gave a mass of useful and accurate
information aa to ail parts of India. Although that brilliant writer has
passed away, others have been found to compose a work which, in con-
sequence of the greater and more valuable information which is now
available, surpasses its predecessors.

In 1901, in India, as in England, a census was taken of the popula-
tion. This was not a matter of mere statistics. Most valuable in-
formation with reference to the inhabitants of India, their castes, their
customs, and the manner of their lives, was collected and BummarisaL
The reports of the officers in charge of that census, as in the case of the
census of 1891, considerably advanced our knowledge of the people of
India. In connexion with the later census, the government of India
determined that a new tdition of the Imperial Gazetteer should be
prepared, and we have now tho first instalment of that work. As
preparatory to the details as to each distriot, which have been collected
by the district offiosrs, and which will be oontained in subsequent volumes,
chapters hava been written by ths persons most competent to deal with
the different subjects relating to India. In the first volume we have the
Physical Aspects of the Country, by Sir T. T. Holdich, late surveyor-
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